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dise "1.   If a member failed to satisfy a creditor, the court of
the fellowship could order the distraint of his goods, which
" shall forthwith be sold by a candle burning ... for the
highest price and most value that can be made by cry of
the beadles before the going out of the candle, for ready
money " 2.   The Company, as a semi-public institution, was
concerned to prevent frauds in the payment of customs, and
it fixed the scale of penalties which " every person mis-
entering his goods contrary to the rights of the custom-house
in any part of England shall forfeit and pay to the use of the
fellowship " 3.   It was equally concerned to prevent frauds
of another kind by enjoining that " no brother shall falsify
or fraudulently mingle, handle, use or pack pepper, hops or
any wares or commodities whatever " 4.   The attempt to
stajnp out fraud brought merchants into collision with manu-
facturers.   The merchants were responsible to foreign buyers
for the quality of the wares which they handled, and the
maintenance of a standard of quality was one of the recognized
functions of the Company and one of the main arguments
in favour of its privileged status 5.
Size of	We have described the constitution of the Company as
portrayed in its charter and ordinances. Its actual member-
ship and the extent of its trade naturally varied at different
periods. Wheeler (1601) estimated the nominal membership
at 3500, and Malynes (1622) at' 3 or 4000 '6; in the middle
of the seventeenth century it was said to exceed 6000 7. But
the number actively engaged in trade was considerably
smaller : a parliamentary committee reported in 1624 that
one-half the members ' trade not'8. Most of the members
were drawn from London, yet though the provincial branches
were comparatively small, in the aggregate they must have
1 The Lawes, Customes and Ordinances of the Fellowshippe of Merchantes
Adventurers, 97-99.
8 Ibid. 156, 161.	» Ibid. 66.
4 lUd. 109.	5 infra, p. 234.
« Wheeler, A Treatise of Commerce (1601), 57; Malynes, The Main-
tenance of Free Trade (1622), 51.
7	According to Parker, an official of the Company:  Of a Free Trade
(1648), 22.
8	House of Commons Journals, i. 773 (" 1800 trade not>J).   Similarly:
Wheeler, A Treatise of Commerce (1601), 57—" A very great many use not
the trade ".

